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Clusters Response

The following Clusters have prepositioned
stocks available in Mopti and Ségou:

Education
Food Security

Shelter
Nutrition
WASH

Population displacement

The total number of Malian refugees in neighboring countries is
estimated at 146,324. This figure includes 368 newly arrived
        Malian refugees in Mauritania over the last two days. The
               breakdown is the following: 294 newly arrived
                        refugees on 13 January and 74 refugees on 14
                               January. 80% of these refugees are women
                                     and children.

Overview of the situation

The humanitarian situation in the country and in the Mopti region in particular
has deteriorated as a consequence of the combats. Population displacements
have been reported by several sources, adding onto the first wave of
displacements that started in April 2012 as a result of the coup in March 2012
and the subsequent occupation of the north by the armed groups. Before the
combats started IDPs were estimated at around 198,500. This figure is being
reviewed to take into account the displacement occurred over the last days. 
A new figures update will be shared as soon as possible.

Identified Humanitarian priorities

Protecting and expanding the humanitarian space in the North (areas under armed
group occupation and area where fighting occurs) is crucial for humanitarian
organisations to be able to assess needs and new population movements and to
deliver assistance where needed. Cases of protection related to the spirit of
vengeance have been reported in Mopti and other areas of the
country with people targeting some persons accused of being
close to the armed groups.
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